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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let s responses RI, . . . . R,, each taking one of the values 1, . . . . r, be 
measured on an individual, and let n(i) denote the probability P[R = i], 
where R = (RI, . . . . R,) and i = ( ir, . . . . i,); n(i) is assumed positive. Marginal 
symmetry, quasi symmetry, and complete symmetry are hypotheses applied 
to the rs contingency table rc = (n(i): i, = 1, . . . . r; TV = 1, . . . . s). They are 
relevant when the s responses are “commensurable.” For example, an objet 
is classified by s observers and R, is the classification given by observer 6, 
or an individual comprises s matched patients, where patient G is given 
treatment T, and R, is the response of that patient. We first recall the 
definition of the three symmetries when s = 3. 
The hypothesis C3 of complete symmetry is defined as 
C3: n(il, iz, i3)=71(i2, i3, il)=n(i3, i,, i2) 
= 7c(i3, i2, i,) = 7c(i,, i,, i2) = 71(i2, i,, i3). (1) 
Statement (1) is, of course, deemed to hold for all (iI, i2, i3), but qualifica- 
tions like these will not be explicitly stated. Marginal symmetry of order 1, 
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denoted by MT, is defined by 
where rrl, 7r2, rr3 are the marginal probability functions of RI, R2, R,. 
Marginal symmetry of order 2 is defined, using self-explanatory notation, 
by 
M3. 7112(i19 i2)=7b2(i2,4) 
i 
(24 
” nc12(il, i2)=7113(il, i2)=nz3(4, i2). (2b) 
Thus Mz says that, not only do (R,, R,), (R,, R3), and (R,, R,) have 
a common bi-variate distribution, but also that this distribution is 
symmetric. Note that M: * Mi. 
The hypotheses Qi, Q: of quasi symmetry of order 1, order 2 are 
symmetry properties of the log-linear interactions of A. We follow Bishop 
ef al. [4, p. 3033 and Bhapkar [2] in defining them by first writing 
logrr(i,, i2, i3)=a+al(il)+a2(i2)+a3(i3)+a12(il, i2) 
+a13(4, i3)+az3(i2, i3)+alz3(4, i2, i3), 
where 
~alfi,)=O, Ca12(4, i2)=Ca12(4, i2)=09 
il iz 
~a123(il,i2,i3)=~a123(il,i2,i3)=~a123(il,i2,~3)=O, 
4 i2 i3 
with similar properties of a2, a3, a13, az3. As is well known, the formulae 
relating the a’s to S = log R are typified by 
a12(il,i2)=f(i,,i2;)-f(~~;;)-f(~,i2,~)+f(~,~,~), 
denoting uniform average. Q: and Q: are defined by 
Q',: aI23 satisfies C3, 
and 
a12(il, i~)=~~2(i2, h), 
Q:: 
i 
al2(&, i2)=a13(il, i2)=az3Gl, i2), 
a,23 satisfies C3. 
Note that Q: S- Q:. 
(3) 
W 
(4b) 
(&I 
We shall show that alternative ways of expressing Q:, Qz, useful when 
fitting these hypotheses to data using log-linear package-programs, are 
Q:: n(i,, i2, i3) = e,(i,) 02(i2) 03(i3) v(il, iz, i3) 
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for some functions Or, 02, & and a completely symmetric function v, and 
Q::7~(i~,i*,i~)=e~~(i~,i~)e,~(i~,i~)e*~(i~,i~)v(i~,i~,i~) 
for some functions 6r2, Or3, 8,, and a completely symmetric v. 
The first purpose of this paper is to define the hypotheses C”, Mi, Q;t of 
complete symmetry, marginal symmetry, and quasi symmetry for general s 
and k, and to prove that 
and that 
ml+q;=c”, 
where rni, q”,, cs are the numbers of parametric constraints imposed by 
M;, Q;E, and c”. Bhapkar Cl] gave partial proofs of these results and 
provided recurrence equations for rn; and q;. The second purpose is to 
derive explicit formulae for rn; and q;. 
The proofs in this paper rely heavily on the general theory of interactions 
in Darroch and Speed 173, and the relevant results from that paper, 
suitably adapted from rl x a.. x rS tables to rs tables, are summarised in 
Section 2. The new theoretical results are given in Sections 3,4 and some 
applied considerations are discussed in Section 5. 
2. MODELS AND INTERACTIONS 
Let 9 denote the set of rS cells i defined by 
9 = {i = (iI, . . . . i,) : 1 < i, < r, Q = 1, . . . . s >. 
Further, let f be a function defined on 9, that is an rS table 
f=(f(i):iE.Y); 
for example, f = K, f = log II = (log n(i): i E Y). 
Let S denote the ordered set (1, . . . . s) and let a denote an ordered subset 
of the integers 1, . . . . s with the same ordering as S, a fact denoted by a c S. 
Also; let i, be the subtuple (i, : u E a). Let d be a set of such a. The linear 
subspace Sz, of W-’ is defined by the property that f belongs to ad if and 
only if 
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The set d is called the generating class of 0,. Of particular relevance to 
this paper is the generating class 
at;= (a:(a( =k}, (5) 
for example 
&= {U,2), (1, 3), (293)). 
Let w = (w(i): 1 6 i < r) be a weight function defined on { 1, . . . . Y}, that is, 
a function satisfying 
i$, 44 = 1. 
Let w, be the product weight function defined on { 1, . . . . r}’ by 
In particular, w,- is the product weight function defined on 9. 
The averaging operator T, is defined for a = S by T, = Z, the identity 
operator, and otherwise by 
(TJ)(i) = 1 w,, (id f(i), 
i,- 
where a’ denotes the complement of a in S. The action of T, on f is to 
replace f(i) by the weighted average of f(i) with respect to the coordinates 
i,, 0 # a, and to leave a funtion of i,. In particular, Tj- ~ averages over i, 
and leaves a function of i,- ,,, S- B denoting the ordered subset got by 
omitting cr from S. The collection of all T, satisfies T, Tb = Tanb for all 
a, b c S, and, in particular, Tz = T,,. Note that (T,f)(i) is the average of 
f(i) over the whole of f, where 4 denotes the empty set. 
The b-interaction operator Ub is defined for b = I$ by U, = T+ and 
otherwise by 
Ub= Tb l--j (I- T,-0). 
acb 
The collection { Ub : b c 5) satisfies 
Fj Ub = 1; u; = u,; ub, u,, = 0, bI # b2. (6) 
c 
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As an example of a b-interaction operator consider s = 3 and b = (1,2). 
Then 
Moreover, if w is the uniform weight function defined by 
w(i) = r-‘, 1 <i<r, 
then, by (7), 
(q,,,,f)G) = a12 (il7 i2), 
where ai2 is given by (3). 
The generalised d-interaction operator I’> is defined by 
V,= n (Z-T,). 
aed 
The properties of V, needed in this paper are, first, that 
v,= c Ub, UdVA = Ub, b&i?, 
bed’ 
where d’ (the complement of the closure d of zz!) is given by 
2’= {b:b qt a for all a~&}; 
(8) 
second, that V&f=0 if and only if ~EQ~; third, that I$ = V,, and 
finally that, since (I- v,)f~Q,, therefore any f can be written in the 
form 
S(i) = 1 kA7) + (v,.!-)(i). (9) 
ned 
The probability function II of R will continue to be assumed positive. 
The normalisation condition Ci z(i) = 1 has no impact on the ensuing 
results about the functional forms and parametric restrictions imposed 
under various hypotheses. It will therefore be ignored and A will treated 
simply as an arbitrary positive function on Z. If we write 
expC( Vd Iof2 7Wl = Y& Wj 
then y,(i) is the “log-linear generalised &-interaction,” and (9) becomes 
Ml = (z, B.(iJ) y,(i). (10) 
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As examples of d consider s = 3 and &T = { (1 ), (2), (3) > and 
~4: = { (1,2), (1, 3), (2, 3)). Let the substitution weight function be defined 
by 
w(i) = 0, i # r, w(r) = 1. 
It is easily shown that 
and 
rd;(il, i,, 4) = 
n(i,, i,, 4) n(il, r2, r3) 7c(r1, i2, r3) 71(r1, r2, 4) 
x(rl, i2, 4) Ic(i,, r2, 4) $iI, i2, r3) z(rl, r2, r3)’ 
the latter being the familiear three-dimensional cross product ratio 
associated with the generating class dz. 
The a- marginal function of f is f, defined by 
f,(L)=CfO), 
i., 
and by the d-marginals of f we shall mean {fa : a E d }. 
The principal results required in Sections 3,4 are given in the following 
three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Any positive probability function II is uniquely determined by 
(that is, is a function of) its d-marginals and its log-linear generalised 
&-interaction function y&. 
Proof. A well-known result, given for instance in Lemma 2.2 and the 
ensuing discussion of Darroch and Speed [7], says that, given any positive 
p and a set of &-marginals admitting a positive probability function, there 
is a unique z satisfying them and log z/p E a,. Now V, log y& = log y& 
because log y& = V, log rr and V:= V,. Thus there is a unique x having 
the given d-marginals and satisfying log n/y,, E ad, which is equivalent to 
V, log n = Y, log y& and hence to I/, log rc = log y&. 1 
LEMMA 2. The number of parameters required to parametrise the 
d-marginals of x is dim 52,. 
Proof. The number of parameters required to parametrise II under the 
condition that log rr E 51, is dim Q,, and Lemma 1 shows that, under this 
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condition which is equivalent to log y d = 0, 71 is a one-one function of its 
d-marginal,% 1 
LEMMA 3. Let 9; denote 0,;. Then 
Proof: This result follows from Proposition 4.3 of Darroch and Speed 
c71. I 
3. DEFINITION OF THE THREE SYMMETRIES 
The three kinds of symmetry of the probability distribution a of 
R ,, ..,, R, are all invariance properties under permutations of R,, . . . . R,, 
and some additional notation is required to describe them. 
Write i = i,, R = R, to emphasise that the coordinates of i, R are written 
in the order of the elements of S= (1, . . . . s). Let p denote a permutation of 
the integers 1, . . . . s, taking 0 into po, and written 
p = (pl . . . ps). 
Let pS denote the ordered set (~1, . . . . ps) and let i,? denote the cell 
(ipI, ..-, i,,>. 
Complete symmetry off, denoted by c”, can be defined as in (1) by 
C:f(i,-) =f(ips) for all permutations p. (12) 
Let uY denote the linear subspace of all completely symmetric functions 
defined on WY, so that we can also write 
Definition (12) equates values of the function f at one cell i to the values 
at other cells. A more convenient definition is got by defining new functions 
from f and then equating them to jI Define f,? by 
f,Ai) =f(i,-d. 
In particular, rrpi is the probability function of R,,- because 
P[R,, = i] = P[R, = i,-I,] = n(i,-Is). 
Now c” can be defined by 
C:fps=f for all p. (13) 
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Again we need a little more notation. As in Section 2 let a denote a 
subset of S = (1, . . . . s), sharing its ordering of elements. We define pa to be 
the ordered subset 
pa=(pa:aEa), 
sharing the ordering of pi. Thus, if s = 5, p = (53214), and a = 3 = (1,2,3) 
then pa = (5, 3,2). Note that each ordered subset of size k of the integers 
1 > ve.3 s can be written as pk for some p. Let 7~~ denote the marginal 
probability function of (R,: o E h). Thus nc5,3,2j is the marginal probability 
function of (R5, R,, R,). 
Marginal symmerry of order k, denoted by MSk, can now be defined by 
M”,:lI,&=?Tf for all p. (14) 
The definition of Mz given by (2) may be recovered from (14) by taking 
p = (213) to give (2a) and p = (132), p = (231) to give (2b). The definition 
of M: may be recovered similarly. 
Quasi-symmetry of order k, denoted by QL is defined here as the sym- 
metry of the log-linear generalised &i-interaction function P’S, log 7c, where 
Vi denotes V&;, that is, 
Q”k : V; log npJ = v; log n. (15) 
Note that, while Vi is defined with respect to a particular weight function 
w on (1, . . . . r], the property Q; does not depend on w. For, if pk is the 
operator defined with respect to the weight function G, then, as shown by 
Darroch and Speed [7-j, pk VS, = f$. 
Quasi-symmetry of order k may also be defined as 
Q”k : U, log 7cps = Ub log 7t 
by virtue of (8) which shows that 
for all b: 161 > k, (16) 
vi= 1 Ub, v,v”,=lJ by 161 > k. 
b.jbl>k 
The definition of QG given by (4) may be recovered from (16) by using 
the uniform weight function w(i) = l/r, i = 1, . . . . r. Then, combining b = 
(1,2) with p = (213) gives (4a) and with p = (132), p = (231) gives (4b). 
Combining b = (123) with all p gives (4~). Note that definitions (14) and 
(16) of ML and Qi are each a single collection of conditions whereas the 
definitions of Mi and Q: given in Section 1 are multiple collections of 
conditions. This demonstrates the advantage of working with function 
conditions instead of function-value conditions, an advantage referred to 
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in changing from (12) to (13) in defining complete symmetry. The full 
advantage is realised in the proofs of Section 4. 
Other formulations of quasi-symmetry now follow. Since any rc is 
expressible as 
log n(i) = n,(L) + (Vi log n)(i), 
a: Ial = k 
.it easily follows that Q; can also be written as 
Q; : log n(i) = c Aa(i,) + p(i), (17) 
a: Ial = k 
where p E os, that is p is completely symmetric, or, equivalently, as 
Finally (17) can be put into the product form referred to in Section 1, 
namely, 
where v E 0’. 
Qi: n(i) = ( fl 
a:lal=k 
B,(L)) v(i), 
Now that the definition of the three symmetries is complete, it is 
straightforward to establish the relationships that hold between them. 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE THREE SYMMETRIES 
The first theorem states that marginal symmetry of order k and quasi- 
symmetry of order k are together equivalent to complete symmetry and the 
second that they are parametrically complementary. Theorem 3 provides 
formulae for the numbers of parametric restrictions imposed by the three 
symmetries. 
THEOREM 1. M; A Q;oCS. 
ProoJ: It is obvious from the definition that cS+ M;, c”=+ Q; and 
hence that c” * M; A Q;. To prove the converse, assume that rr satisfies 
both M; and Q;. Then, for UE di, the a-marginal of reps, namely nnpo, is 
equal to n,. Also Vi log II,, = I’; log n. But, by Lemma 1, x is a function 
of its d;-marginals and Vk log z. Hence K = rc,,. That is 7r satisfies c”. B 
THEOREM 2. rni + qi = es, where rni, q;, cs are the numbers of 
parametric restrictions imposed by AI;, Q;, C”. 
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Proof: Property c” confines a function in 91?Y to the subspace 0’. 
Therefore, 
cJ = dim(@) - dim(o”). (19) 
The property iVfi of n is a set of conditions imposed on the marginal 
functions K,, Ial = k, of n. These functions involve dim(S2”,) parameters by 
Lemma 2. Under 44; the marginals n, are all equal to rck. Further, nf is 
completely symmetric and is therefore a function of dim(w,) parameters. 
Therefore. 
rni = dim(!Sn”,) - dim(&). (20) 
The property Qi confines a function in @, namely log n, to the subspace 
ni + oS. Therefore, 
But 
qi = dim(@) - dim(G?“, + w’). 
dim(8;f. + oS) = dim(S2:) + dim(o”) - dim(8; n oS). 
A function in s2”, is expressible as a function of its d”,-marginals and, if it 
is also in wS, it has equal and symmetric &;-marginals. Thus a function in 
Sz; n wS is expressible in terms of a single symmetric k-dimensional 
marginal distribution and, therefore, 
dim(g”, n oS) = dim(ok). 
Thus 
q; = dim(@“) - dim(S2;) - dim(o”) + dim(ok) (21) 
and 
rn: + q; = dim(&Y@‘) -dim(&) = cS. 1 
Theorem 2 strenghens Theorem 1 by showing that, not only do Mk and 
Q: combine to give c”, but also that they combine parametrically 
complementarily. Contrast the fact that, for instance, 44; + I and Q; also 
combine to give c” (because M;+ i * ML) but rn;, i + q; is greater than cS. 
It is relevant to mention here the mixed parameterisations of exponential 
families discussed by Barndorff-Nielsen [ 10, pp. 121-1221. Lemma 1 
reflects the existence of a mixed parameterisation of the family of all rr, 
comprising interaction parameters corresponding to elements of d’ and 
mean value parameters corresponding to elements of d. Theorem 2 reflects 
the fact that the two subsets of parameters are variation-independent. 
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THEOREM 3. 
mi= i (-l)k-U u=. (“;T; ‘)(:) +(k+;- ‘)y 
Proof: Clearly dim(#) = rs while dim(o”) is the number of cells j E 9 
satisfying i< . . . d j,. Thus 
dim(o”) = 
Similarly, 
dim(&)= 
Finally, the formula for dim(&2”,) is given in Lemma 3. 1 
5. APPLIED CONSIDERATIONS 
Both the theory and the applications of ML and Qi have been largely 
confined to the case k = 1. In applied work it is quite common for the 
hypothesis of interest to be M-E, that is marginal symmetry, or marginal 
homogeneity, of order 1. If Q; is found to be acceptable then it can serve 
as a model against which to test MT. This test is of A4; n Qs, namely C”, 
against Q;. In this way the test of a linear hypothesis is transformed into 
a test of one log-linear hypothesis against another. (Mi is linear, Q; is 
log-linear, and C” is both linear and log-linear.) Darroch [S] reviewed and 
developed tests of MS, both with and without assuming Q;. 
Why should Q; be contemplated as a model for the dependence of 
R 17 *--, R,? There are in general two sources of dependence in RI, . . . . R,. 
The first is the “within-individual” dependence which occurs when the 
responses for a given individual are stochastic and dependent. The other 
arises from random sampling of a heterogeneous propulation and can be 
present whether or not the within-individual responses are dependent. 
Darroch [S] showed how Q;, which expresses n(i) as a product of 
Hz= I O,(i,) and v(i), can be explained by the second source of dependence 
alone. Rougly speaking, the term n;=, 8, (i,) stems from within-individual 
independence and the term v(i) stems from between-individual 
heterogeneity. Darroch and McCloud [7] applied this explanation of Q: to 
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the problem of measuring observer agreement, where the s responses are 
classifications of an individual by s independent observers. 
McCloud [8] has extended this approach to Q; to show that the model 
Q; results when a certain amount of within-individual dependence is 
allowed. It is equally possible to model Qi, k > 2, by a combination of 
between-individual heterogeneity and an appropriate form of within- 
individual dependence. 
McCullagh [9] wrote on applications of quasi-symmetry to matched- 
pairs, triplets, etc. in prospective and retrospective studies. He also showed 
how that any reversible Markov chain has a quasi-symmetric transition 
matrix. 
Turning to the question of testing M;, Q;, C” when s and k take general 
values, several package-programs provide for the computation of 
likelihood-ratio test statistics. Another form of test is the Wald test, which 
uses the constraint specifications of a hypothesis. For some further com- 
ments on Wald tests in the contexts of this paper the reader is referred to 
Bhapkar [3], where tests of M;, Qi, c” are considered under the condition 
that higher order interactions are absent. 
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